Multilayer neural networks have been faulted for functioning as "black boxes" and for failing to assess the relative importance of the input factors. The aim of this paper is to illustrate how neural networks can classify individuals. The authors investigated the role of weights in the formation of neural networks' decision surfaces and decision regions. The data used were from a case-control study. Two strong determinants of case status were used as input "neurons." Zero, three, and five hidden neurons were used to explore the effect of the number of hidden neurons on the decision surfaces and regions. Mapping of input and output spaces revealed that three hidden neurons were insufficient to fully discriminate cases from controls. Five hidden neurons may be optimal, but at the cost of possible over-fitting. The more complex neural networks were very effective at defining regions of uniform risk in the plane of the initial covariates, and at assigning risk levels. The authors speculate that neural networks will prove useful in epidemiologic problems that require pattern recognition or complicated classification techniques, and that they will be unfavorable in problems that involve distinct effects of distinguishable predictors. Am J Epidemiol 1998;147:1112-22. logistic regression; neural networks (computer); odds ratio; statistics Artificial neural networks originated from attempts to use computers to model the activities of the human brain. A biologic neuron is composed of three major types of units: dendrites, soma, and axon (1). The dendrites receive signals from other neurons. If the summation of the incoming signals at the cell body (or soma) exceeds a threshold value, the cell fires, sending out electrical impulses through its axon, which may split into many branches. At the end of each branch, the electrical activity triggers release of a chemical transmitter at the synapse, a structure that connects one neuron to the next. The chemical transmitter crosses a small gap between the neurons, and binds to receptors on the dendrites of the connecting neuron, exciting further activity. Learning appears to occur when the axon-to-dendrite connections are strengthened after repeated signal transmissions (1).
Artificial neural networks originated from attempts to use computers to model the activities of the human brain. A biologic neuron is composed of three major types of units: dendrites, soma, and axon (1) . The dendrites receive signals from other neurons. If the summation of the incoming signals at the cell body (or soma) exceeds a threshold value, the cell fires, sending out electrical impulses through its axon, which may split into many branches. At the end of each branch, the electrical activity triggers release of a chemical transmitter at the synapse, a structure that connects one neuron to the next. The chemical transmitter crosses a small gap between the neurons, and binds to receptors on the dendrites of the connecting neuron, exciting further activity. Learning appears to occur when the axon-to-dendrite connections are strengthened after repeated signal transmissions (1) .
An artificial neural network possesses features analogous to those of a biologic neuron (1) (2) (3) . Neurons (or nodes) are logical structures composed of two parts; the first part receives incoming information (inputs) from possibly many sources, and the second part mathematically transforms the input into output information (outputs). Weights, analogous to synapses, are numerical values representing the strength of connections between neurons. Each neuron converts the patterns of inputs that it receives to a single output by multiplying each input with the weight on the connection and summing all these weighted inputs to get a quantity called "net." An activation function transforms the net into an output (see figure 1) . Thus,
o = /=]
where O denotes the output, and W t is an element of the weight vector W, and X t is an element of the input vector X. The summation can be written as a scalar product of the weight and input vectors: so that net = WX,
O = /(net).
Neurons in artificial neural networks are arranged in layers that define the successive linking of inputs and outputs. Typically there are three types of layers (2) . The input layer contains input neurons, each corresponding to one independent variable. The sole function of the input neurons is to transmit the input signal to all neurons in the immediately following layer. The output layer contains output neurons, each corresponding to a category of a dependent variable. Between the input and output layers are the hidden layers whose outputs are connected either to the output or to other hidden layers. Within the input and hidden layers, there is always a node called the bias neuron with a fixed output (+1 or -1) to all neurons in the next layer. The number of hidden layers and the number of neurons in each are configurable parameters that have a significant effect on the performance of the network (4) . In describing the number of layers, the input neurons are not counted as a layer because they perform no computation. Figure 2 depicts the relation between neurons in a two-layer neural network with / input neurons, J hidden neurons, and K output neurons.
For a given network architecture and input vector, the output vector is entirely determined by the weights that link node outputs to the inputs of successive layers. The process of finding optimal weights is analogous to finding coefficients in statistical regression problems. In neural network jargon, this process is called "training."
Since the 1980s, neural networks have gained increased visibility and respect. Medical applications have revealed neural nets to have better predictive accuracy compared with logistic regression models in some but certainly not all data sets (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . However, the application and development of neural networks in epidemiologic research is still rudimentary. An important reason for this has been the lack of understanding of the weights of neural networks in epidemiologic terms. Several authors have attempted to interpret the contributions of input variables to the output by examining the weight matrix (19) , pruning redundant input variables (20) , and performing individual variable analysis (21) . However, no statistically reliable method has been established. Currently, means by which neural networks achieve discrimination are poorly understood, and their ability to identify causal
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relations appears to be limited in comparison with regression methods (22) . We are not advocates for neural network analysis per se and we harbor reservations about its utility in epidemiologic research. However, we strongly believe that the advantages and demerits of neural networks are not even discussable in the framework of the black box mythology that permeates the field. What follows is an attempt to elucidate the problem. We aim to provide insights into the interpretation of weights in the neural network models by demonstrating the role of weights in the delineation of neural networks' decision regions and decision surfaces, and in the mapping between predictors and outcomes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data source
The data used here are drawn from a case-control study which examined the risk factors for liver cirrhosis and liver failure among patients taking low-dose methotrexate for rheumatoid arthritis (23) . In that study, 24 cases were identified on the basis of clinical manifestations and histologic evaluations. Thirty-nine controls were patients with rheumatoid arthritis who had also taken methotrexate and who were treated by the same physician as their matched cases. Possible
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predictors of liver damage were determined through reviews of medical records of cases and controls. Age at first methotrexate use and duration of methotrexate therapy were the two strongest independent determinants.
Software and data structure
We reanalyzed the methotrexate-liver disease data (23) using standard logistic regression and an error back-propagation neural network. SAS® (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, North Carolina) and NeuroShell 2® (Ward Systems Group, Inc., Frederick, Maryland) were employed for logistic regression and the neural network, respectively.
Age at first methotrexate use and duration of methotrexate therapy were used as the independent variables or input neurons, and case-control status was the outcome to be predicted for both logistic regression and neural networks. We ignored the matched structure of the original data, for which conditional and unconditional logistic regression had yielded similar coefficients. The matching is therefore not important to the linear discriminant aspects of the problem. Moreover, we are not aware of standard techniques for incorporating variable matching into neural network analysis.
We consider a neural network with a single layer (figure 3) and two nets with two layers (figure 2), one with three and one with five hidden neurons. (Recall that one of the J hidden neurons is always a bias neuron, which performs no processing of input information.) An initial weight of 0.3 was assigned to all neural connections. A learning rate of 0.6 and a momentum of 0.9 were used to train the neural networks. Training was stopped when the mean squared error reached its minimum, defined as the smallest error value observed for at least 10,000 epochs (i.e., iterations).
In general, as indicated in figure 2 , it is possible to have multiple output neurons, indexed by k's. We have used only a single output neuron and omit the index here. A logistic activation function is used throughout.
The output of the one-layer neural network shown in figure 3 is
(1) The output of the two-layer networks can be presented as
The summations run over all/s, corresponding to the neurons of the hidden layer. Richard and Lippmann (24) have shown that the final fitted outputs are estimates of Bayesian posterior probabilities.
Estimates of the weight vectors, W and V, were obtained through the error back-propagation technique, which minimizes the mean squared distance between fitted outputs and observed values of the dependent variable over the data set (1-3).
Interpretation of the weight matrix of the single-layer neural network in epidemiologic terms
Structurally, a single-layer feed-forward neural network with a logistic activation function is isomorphic to a logistic regression. From equations 1 and 2 in the preceding section,
The fitted probability (P) of being a case in a standard logistic regression is
^ -* Evidently, weights in the single-layer neural network correspond to the coefficients in logistic regression.
Decision regions and decision surface of the single-layer neural network
A classification scheme substitutes a fitted probability of being a case for the a priori or marginal probability. Decision surfaces implement classification schemes; they separate the input space (i.e., covariate space) into zones called decision regions (2) . A decision region is a zone bounded by decision surfaces; it defines observations to be in the same outcome class. For both a logistic regression and a single-layer neural network, the simplest decision surface is the set of covariate values for which the odds of being a case are precisely the marginal odds. In this example with two covariates (age and duration of therapy), the input space is a plane with a Cartesian coordinate system whose axes are age and duration of therapy. The decision "surface" is a line on the plane. The line consists of the values of Age and Duration for which + ft X Age + 02 X Duration = lnkA where P is the fitted probability of being a case of serious liver disease; 24 is the number of cases and 39 the number of controls in the methotrexate-liver disease study.
When the interaction term between Age and Duration is further added to the logistic regression model, the decision line becomes the points for which / P \ /24\ lnl _ I = /3 0 + )3i X Age + /3 2 X Duration + /3 3 X Age X Duration = lnl -lFor purposes of illustration, we have divided the two-dimensional age-duration covariate space into five decision regions, each of which corresponds to a range of the fitted output probabilities, namely, 0-0.2, 0.2-0.4, 0.4-0.6, 0.6-0.8, and 0.8-1. In this way, the mapping between the input and output spaces can be presented as a contour map drawn on the plane of the covariate space. Classification schemes are accurate when the proportion Duhetal. of cases (out of all subjects) in each region of the contour map is near the predicted value. Classification schemes are powerful when they are accurate and the regions of intermediate probability contain few data points.
Decision regions and decision surfaces of the two-layer neural network
The most important attribute of a two-layer neural network is its capacity to classify input patterns that are linearly nonseparable in the original input (covariate) space (2) . The purpose of the hidden layer is to map a set of patterns that are linearly nonseparable in the input space into the so-called image space in the hidden layer where they may become linearly separable. The optimal numbers of hidden neurons and layers have not been well worked out (2) . As more hidden neurons are added to the network, the network is able to transform more complex patterns into a linearly separable classification problem (25) . However, the introduction of too many hidden neurons causes "overlearning" or "overtraining" (a responsiveness to idiosyncratic patterns in the input data set). Overtrained nets capture random variation as if it were essential information. On the other hand, if there are not enough hidden neurons, complex patterns that appear in data may not be captured.
As in logistic regression, decision surfaces in the neural networks are hyperplanes in input space. With two inputs, as in the present example, the hyperplane degenerates to a decision line. The key difference between neural networks and logistic regression is that each hidden neuron (other than the bias neuron) produces an output that corresponds to a distinct, discriminating hyperplane in input space. When these are weighted, summed, and transformed at an output neuron, the resulting output amounts very nearly to a multidimensional step function. The boundaries of regions of similar probability are defined by the discriminating hyperplanes, which crisscross the input space. Figure 4 illustrates the kind of discrimination that can be achieved with two and three non-bias hidden neurons arranged according to the scheme of figure 2. Panel a) shows a hypothetical distribution of cases and controls over a covariate space defined by age at the start of methotrexate treatment and duration of therapy. The crisscrossing lines are decision surfaces corresponding to the null values of the two constructed variables (i.e., nets), jj and y 2 , which are different linear combinations of Age and Duration. Each one of these derives from a single hidden neuron. Panel b) maps cases and controls into the image space defined by the activation function of the y's. Whereas cases and controls were not linearly separable in panel a), they are readily separable in b). The dotted line in b) exemplifies a possible decision surface. Panel c) shows a case-control distribution identical to that in a), except that there is a case with young age and short duration. A third decision surface (corresponding to a third hidden non-bias neuron) would be required to identify that case. The image space for panel c) would be a unit-cube. The final linear discriminant would be a plane whose intersection with the y x -y 2 (v 3 = 0) face would be the decision line in panel b). The currently isolated case would lie above this decision plane, along with the other cases.
Interpretation of the weight matrices of the two-layer neural network in epidemiologic terms
We employed a two-layer neural network with five hidden neurons to demonstrate the interpretation of weights. Here O denotes a fitted probability of being a case of serious liver disease. O is calculated as:
where the z's are the outputs of the four non-bias hidden neurons.
The logarithm of the odds of being a case of serious liver disease becomes which is structurally similar to logistic regression, except that the regressors are now the outputs from the hidden layer instead of the input variables. The Ws correspond to changes in relative odds that correspond to the transitions between regions. When the Ws are very large, the switch from an output of zero to one occurs over a short distance in the image space and therefore in the input space as well. The Vs, which determine each Z value, fix the location of decision surfaces, and the Ws determine the risk gradient between decision regions. 
RESULTS
The weight matrix and risk functions from a single-layer neural network
The fitted weights from the single layer network and the logistic regression analysis are identical, as expected, /3 0 = W o = -6.12, j3, = W, = 0.08, and ft-= W 2 = 0.03. The odds ratio of age, e m , which equals 1.085, can be interpreted as meaning that patients have 1.085-fold elevation of the liver disease risk for each one-year increase of age at first methotrexate use. Similarly, e m , which equals 1.027, can be interpreted as meaning that patients have 1.027-fold or 2.7 percent additional increase of liver disease risk for each one-month increase in duration of methotrexate therapy. Figure 5 illustrates the phenomenon of the monotonic increase of disease odds ratios as the raw values of age at first methotrexate use and duration of methotrexate therapy increase, based on the results of the single-layer neural network (or logistic regression). An age at first methotrexate use at 30 years and a duration of methotrexate therapy for 10 months are used to designate the reference group for computing the odds ratios. The fitted odds ratio will approach infinity as the covariate values become large. In our example, the fitted odds ratio reaches 1,522 when age at first methotrexate use is 80 years and duration of methotrexate therapy is 130 months.
The weight matrices and risk function from a two-layer neural network Figure 6 illustrates the fitted odds ratio in relation to covariate profiles, using a two-layer neural network with five hidden neurons. In contrast to the results from logistic regression, the odds ratio reaches a maximum at around 22, despite very large values of covariates. The five-hidden neuron model defines 10 risk regions (labeled I-X), corresponding to point odds ratio estimates of 1, 2.4, 3.9, 4.3, 5.5, 7.1, 9.1, 17.8, 21.1, and 22.0, respectively. The risk region of maximal odds ratio (region X) appears to cover a wide range of input values, whereas region IX occupies a very small part of input space. Figure 8 is the contour map of a logistic regression that incorporates an interaction term. The discrimination is not notably better than that with the main effect model. This model is no longer a "linear" classification scheme. Instead, the decision surfaces are hyperbolas. Figure 9 shows the fitted outcome probabilities of a two-layer neural network with three hidden neurons. The range of predictions is not as wide as from logistic regression; only the contour lines at 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 100 i o appear in the input space. The gradient of change from low risk to high risk is much steeper. Note that the one observation, a control 50 years of age with 143 months of methotrexate use, is located in a very low fitted probability zone (0-0.2). In contrast, the heavy influence of long duration of methotrexate use impeded the correct classification of this particular subject in the logistic regression models who was in predicted probability of 0.8-1 zone in the logistic regression of figures 7 and 8. The decision regions for the five-hidden neuron neural network model are partitioned by four decision lines based on four non-bias hidden neurons. Figure 10 shows the resulting ten decision regions, each of which corresponds to one odds ratio level from figure 6 .
Decision surfaces and decision regions of the single-layer neural network
Decision surfaces and decision regions of the two-layer neural network
Comparison of the risk regions with the scatter of cases and controls over the input surface illustrates that some regions contain only one or even zero cases. The first is almost surely an example of overtraining.
The appearance of discrete risk regions that contain no study subjects at all is an artifact of the fitting process. The contour map resulting from a five-hidden neuron model reveals six of the ten possible risk regions that a five-hidden neuron model could create (see figure  11 ). This is an artifact of the placement of the contour lines.
DISCUSSION
The objective of the current study was to provide insight into the epidemiologic interpretation of the weight matrices in neural networks. Connection weights from input to hidden neurons determine the decision surface of the neural network classification algorithm, while connection weights from the hidden to output neurons determine the odds ratio gradient between decision regions. The number of decision regions is related to the number of hidden neurons. To date, there is no rule to determine the optimal number of hidden neurons. In the present study, we modeled neural networks with three and five hidden neurons, respectively. On the mapping between input and output spaces, three hidden neurons seemed too few to fully discriminate cases from controls. A considerable proportion of subjects were lumped in the same decision region. The five hidden neuron model, which produced diversified decision regions, appeared to provide better discrimination, but at the cost of creating fitted risk regions that served to mark out a single study subject, or no subjects at all. It seems to us unlikely that the risk regions of the five hidden neuron model have any biologic meaning. The network provides an efficient and simple technique for dividing up the covariate space according to the relative density of cases and con-trols, but it appears to adapt itself as easily to idiosyncrasies of the data at hand as to underlying variations in risk.
There are a limited number of circumstances in which neural networks might provide insight that a conventional regression analysis does not. When the available covariates are continuous and can be used to identify distinct risk groups, it appears that neural networks with sufficient hidden neurons could almost always distinguish regions of high and low risks, no matter how bizarrely shaped these regions might be. The parameterization of the input variables, however, appears to relate almost entirely to population classification, and not to risk levels, which can vary in nearly arbitrary ways between decision regions. Doseresponse and related ideas of effect of individual pre- dictors do not form an important aspect of neural network analysis. To the extent that different subject characteristics have individual influence on outcomes, neural network analysis may offer a poor representation of the biologic reality. All of these considerations apply exclusively to categorization schemes based on continuous variables, and may not carry over into categorical predictors. At the very least, it is evident that a logistic regression function with a sufficient number of interactions terms can assign a unique fitted risk to every region of the input space defined over polytomous predictors. It follows that no neural network could outperform such a richly parameterized regression as a tool for classifying risk.
Epidemiologic interpretation of neural network analysis will, we believe, be highly dependent on graphical representations of the fitted risk functions over continuous variables, which we have begun to address here. Extension of graphical techniques to higher dimensional input spaces will be crucial for developing use of neural networks in epidemiologic research.
